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Colleges and universities have let others – usually critics – tell a disparaging story about liberal education. To recapture that narrative, we must be proactive in explaining who we are, what we do, and why our work is important. This worksheet is intended to help you think through ways of creating a meaningful message not just about liberal education, but about your department, school, program or university.

Where to start
A basic communication plan starts by articulating an audience, a purpose, and a strategy.

- **Audience**: Whom do you want to reach? We have many audiences for liberal education: students, parents, donors, colleagues, administrators, legislators, and the public. You may want to reach others, as well.
- **Purpose**: What is your goal? In broad terms, you may want to make a case for the importance of liberal education. More specifically, you may want students to enroll in your program, donors and legislators to fund your program, and colleagues, administrators and the public to support your program.
- **Strategy**: How will you reach your goal? A strategy generally has many components built around a core message. It considers ways to communicate that message (including word of mouth, publications, websites, video, audio, and social media), and how those components will work together and complement one another.

Questions to consider
Before you create a message, reflect on what your program is, why it is unique, and why it is important. Then consider your audience, the reason you want to reach that audience, and how best to reach that audience. Here are some things to consider:

- **How do you define liberal education?**
  - This isn’t a one-size-fits-all answer, and the way you answer can help articulate your strengths and values.
- **What makes your school, department or program unique?**
  - A message alone is worthless unless you can back it up with concrete examples and persuasive arguments.
    - What are your core values, and how do those guide your work?
    - What instructors, course design, teaching strategies, facilities or other things help you stand out?
What will students in your program do and how they will learn? This is crucial because it speaks to the process of education, those day-to-day activities that students will engage in.

What success stories can you offer about students and alumni? These stories provide concrete examples for students and parents.

- What is your audience?
  - You probably have many audiences that need different messages. What does each need to hear?

- How can you best reach that audience?
  - Again, there is no single answer, so you should reach out to each audience in the most effective way. For instance, students consume information in vastly different ways from donors. Parents get information from different sources than administrators or legislators.

Creating your message

Once you have considered the difficult questions of identity and values, and identified your audience, you can start to create your message. Create a core message with many branches you can draw on for different audiences. (See the chart on the next page.)

- What is the story you want to tell?
  - We all have stories to tell, but too often we let others tell stories about liberal education. So what is the story of your department, program, school or university?
  - Much of what we need to convey to students and parents involves teaching and learning. Unfortunately, this is a story that most university communications departments ignore. That makes it all the more important to explain. Here are a few things to consider:
    - What innovative teaching strategies does your department or university use? Are instructors using evidence-based teaching practices, high-impact practices, and other means that have proved effective in helping students learn?
    - How do buildings and classrooms provide settings for effective learning?
    - Do students have the flexibility of hybrid and online courses? If so, how do those formats help students learn?
    - What role does the advising staff play in helping students choose a coherent schedule of classes and in keeping students on track to graduate?
    - What skills will students learn in your program, and how will those skills help students once they leave college?
    - How will a liberal education lead to a job? How will you help them?
    - Will the jobs students get allow them to pay off loans?
    - Why should students choose liberal education over a professional degree?
A model for message distribution. Develop a core message and then add secondary messages, examples and evidence for different audiences.

- **Create a core message.**
  - Think in terms of a soundbite, an elevator speech or talking points for a particular audience. Those of us in academia don’t generally think that way – and don’t like to think that way. Pithy comments resonate with the public and stick in people’s minds, though.
  - Creating a core message doesn’t mean you should rely on simplistic, empty slogans. Rather, a core message provides a starting point when you explain the mission and the purpose of liberal education and your program to prospective students and their parents; donors, and other important constituencies.

- **Branch out from that message with substantive examples.**
  - Think of your message as a tree. (See the chart above.) The core message anchors and supports many offshoots. Put together, those elements provide form and substance.
  - Those branches add to a core message, but they also provide different messages for different audiences. They also provide specific examples that the audience can relate to.

- **Emphasize why and how rather than what.**
  - This is advice I give to instructors about teaching, but it applies here, too. The what of a program is certainly important, but lists of classes, course
o topics, and course requirements don’t convey why liberal education is important or how students will learn and use the skills associated with it.

o This is especially important today because students and parents want to know why they should choose your school or major and how students will use those skills after graduation.

o This approach is crucial in articulating the value of liberal education. Those of us on the inside understand that value and believe in its importance. That means little if we can’t explain it to those on the outside, including our critics.

❖ **Use concrete, accessible language.**

  o Avoid academic jargon and emphasize points that your audience can easily understand and remember.

---

**Distributing your message**

Think in terms of webs of communication. That is, who is connected to whom and how can you reach key influencers who will help your message spread? How do different types of media complement one another or reach unique audiences? How can you use these approaches in tandem?

❖ **Talk about liberal education**

  • Word of mouth is an important means of spreading any message. Talk about liberal education with prospective students and parents, as well as donors, employers, graduates, administrators and colleagues.
  
  • Write to legislators about what liberal education means and what students are learning.
  
  • Invite key constituencies to campus and classes so they get a clearer picture of what you are doing.
  
  • Make sure current students understand what liberal education is and how it will help them in the future.
  
  • Draw on graduates for testimonials about the value of liberal education.

❖ **Write about your teaching**

  • University communications offices tend to focus on research, awards, and anything they think will convey prestige. Few of them put teaching into that category. For students, though, teaching and learning are at the core of liberal education. So it’s crucial that we help others understand why teaching is important, what approaches instructors are using, and how high-quality teaching helps students learn. Teaching is something that most people relate to, so writing or speaking about your work can help strengthen ties to your community.
  
  • Here are some places you might reach out to:
    
    • *University publications*, including alumni newsletters and magazines.
    
    • *Blogs and social media.*
      
      • Share interesting photos or videos from class.
• Engage students in projects that help spread word about liberal education.
  • Local, regional and national media.
  • Write op-ed pieces that explain liberal education or that push back against the criticism of liberal education. (See below.)

❖ Reach out to local media
  • Contact local newspapers, television stations, magazines and other media outlets with story ideas.
    • Class projects, service learning, and guest speakers provide “events” to cover, but pitch stories about innovative teaching and broader issues surrounding liberal education.
    • Activities with visual aspects are often easier to pitch, especially for television.

❖ Share material with AAC&U.
  o The organization posts links on the Liberal Education News Watch section of its website. [https://aacu.org/liberal-education-news-watch](https://aacu.org/liberal-education-news-watch)

Writing an op-ed piece
One way to apply what you’ve learned from this webinar is to write an op-ed piece about liberal education for your local newspaper or a local or national website. Here’s a relatively easy approach. As with other material for a general audience, avoid academic jargon, write in active voice, and use concrete examples.

❖ Start with a headline
  • Headlines that start with numbers tend to draw a lot of attention online because readers want to see how your list compares with theirs. Headlines that promise to explain “how” or “why” also work well.
    • How liberal education is leading us into the future
    • 10 job skills at the core of liberal education

❖ Create an opening that draws readers in
  • The headline may get readers to your article, but it’s up to you to keep them engaged once they are there. The opening, or lead, of an op-ed piece should draw readers into a story. Within a couple of paragraphs, it should explain the focus of the article and why what you have to say is important.
    • Example: Liberal education has taken a beating over the last 20 years.
    • Example: Liberal education has nothing to do with liberal politics.

❖ Use numbered or bulleted paragraphs to explain
  • After the opening and overview, move into a list supports your argument and provides the elements the headline promised.

❖ End with a memorable point
  • You might reiterate a point from the introduction, urge people to take action, or simply leave them with something to think about.
Readings and resources
There are many excellent resources to help you think about ways to speak and write about liberal education. Here are some I’d recommend.—Doug Ward
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